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iCompute for Primary Schools

Creative, engaging,
step-by-step
lesson plans for
pupils aged 3-11

Fully matched to the
National Curriculum for
Computing at Key Stage 1
& Key Stage 2

Comprensive assessment
guidance and pupil
progress trackers

All the support and
materials you need to
teach computing creatively
and with confidence

Screenshots and video
screencasts to support
teachers

Detailed teacher guides,
glossaries and links to
resources to deepen
subject knowledge

www.icompute-uk.com

iCompute

iJournalist
Pupils aged 9+

Overview

Hardware

This activity, adapted for the Hour of Code, provides
the opportunity for pupils to begin to develop a
journalistic style that considers the interest of the
reader and presents a news story. Pupils will use basic
HTML and CSS to create an online news story about a
fictional school robbery.

Tablets or computers

It sets computer science within a meaningful context
enabling children to understand the value of
computer science in other subject areas.

Curriculum Links

Software/Tools
Suggested software & apps (see Preparation)

8
8

Computing
Language Arts

¬ design, write and debug programs that

¬
¬
¬

¬

accomplish specific goals, including
controlling or simulating physical systems;
solve problems by decomposing them into
smaller parts
use sequence, selection, and repetition in
programs; work with variables and various
forms of input and output
use logical reasoning to explain how some
simple algorithms work and to detect and
correct errors in algorithms and programs
understand computer networks including
the internet; how they can provide multiple
services, such as the world wide web; and
the opportunities they offer for
communication and collaboration
select, use and combine a variety of software
(including internet services) on a range of
digital devices to design and create a range
of programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and presenting data
and information
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Preparation
¬ Read the lesson plan
¬ Spend an hour or so familarising yourself with the
software you will be using
¬ Ensure all computers are using the most up to date
browsers (Links)
¬ Install Mozilla X-Ray Goggles into each computer’s
bookmark bar (Links)

Resources
¬ Book out any computers you may need
¬ Ensure that any links to websites are not blocked
¬ Ensure that the software used is installed on all
devices

Links
Template Webpage:
http://icomp.site/template-webpage
Diamond Theft News Story:
http://icomp.site/scholastic
HTML Colour Code Reference:
http://icomp.site/web-colours
Add X-Ray goggles to bookmarks bar:
http://icomp.site/xray-goggles

Web Browsers
Google Chrome
http://icomp.site/chrome
Mozilla Firefox
http://icomp.site/firefox
Safari (for Mac)
http://icomp.site/safari
NB: X-Ray goggles do not work with Internet
Explorer

Videos
BBC Writing the News :
http://icomp.site/bbc-writing-news
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iJournalist

iCompute

Pupils aged 9+

Resources
Diamond Theft Report (Links); Resource1; Resource2; X-Ray Goggles (Links); Worksheet; Computers;
Up-to-date browser; BBC Newsround website (Links); Template Webpage (Links);

Objectives

Vocabulary

¬ To develop a journalistic style considering interest of the reader and presentation of
information for an online news story

news; source; alliteration; pun; fact;
opinion; HTML; css; url; hyperlink;
image; audio; video

1
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬

Display and read the Diamond Theft news Report (Resources)
Ask how good the reporting is? Is it factual? How much opinion is used?
Check the report against the features of good reporting (Resource1)
Does it cover most of the points?
Tell the children that they are going to write a news story for an online
webpage
¬ Watch the video (Resources)
¬ Discuss and draw attention to the main point of using the three C’s in
journalistic writing – Clear, Concise, Correct
¬ Revisit the news story – What is the main point? Is it clear, concise,
correct?

2
¬ Tell the children that they will be writing an online news story about a
fictional break-in at the school
¬ Visit the BBC Newsround website and navigate to a recent news story
¬ Point out the Headline, introduction, main story and conclusion
¬ How are the images, captions and videos enhancing the report?
¬ How effective is the layout of the webpage? Does it attract the reader to
read-on, how?
¬ Open the template webpage (Resources) and tell the children that they
will be changing this page into their own news report
¬ Activate X-Ray Goggles (Preparation) and move the mouse over the
webpage hovering over parts of it
¬ Show how the screen changes to show the code that tells the computer
what to put in that space. Explain that this code is controlling how the
webpage behaves and appears
¬ Tell the children that this code is called HTML (Hyper Text Markup
Language) and that all web pages are written with it
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3
¬ Hover the mouse over an image and show the
children the underlying HTML

¬ Explain that this means that there is a picture
(image) on the page and that the picture can
be changed
¬ Model how to change parts of the webpage
by clicking the mouse
¬ Show how a new window opens up
¬ Change some text by highlighting it in the
source code box deleting it and replacing it
with something else
¬ Click ‘Update’ and show how this has now
changed the webpage

4
¬ Open another tab in your web browser and model how to find an image using a search engine
¬

Remind the children of safety issues surrounding image searches in that they should use
appropriate, specific, search terms and always look for copyright-free images
¬ Also discuss what to do if the children see an image that they find upsetting
¬ Select an image, right-click it and chose ‘Copy Image url’ or Copy Image location’
¬ Navigate back to the template webpage, hover over the image you want to change and click it
¬ Show the children the HTML ‘<img src=’ and explain that the text inside the element tells the
computer where to find the image to display for this part of the page
¬ Explain that the ‘<’ and ‘>’ are tags which are HTML codes that tell a computer what to put
between them – in this case, an image
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5
¬ Demonstrate how to paste the image url (uniform
resource locator) of the image we would like by
highlighting what we would like to remove and
then pasting (right-click à paste) or (control + v) the
new url to replace it
¬ Show how the image has now changed and, if
necessary, adjust the height and width settings

6
¬ Remind the children of the need to be careful when
pasting the url and make sure it is enclosed within
quotation marks
¬ Computers are stupid and not as forgiving as
teachers
¬ If they make a spelling mistake or forget the
punctuation marks that are known as syntax, the
computer cannot understand what you are telling it
to do
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Core

7

¬ The children use the Worksheet to plan an online news story
about a school break-in
¬ They then use their plan to change the template webpage to
their own story, adding appropriate images, captions,
hyperlinks and (optionally) video (NB. They need to highlight
the div element to change the video url )
¬ Ensure they pay particular attention to the images they use
within their stories so that they enhance and are appropriate
for the news item
¬ Resource2 (HTML & CSS cheat sheet) could be used for
support

The children could save their work
by publishing their remixed
website – press ‘p’ and take note
of the displayed url. This should,
however, be accompanied by
eSafety advice about how
published works are permanent
and may have copyright
implications.

8

Harder
¬ Challenge some children to
write more in-depth,
structured, news stories,
using adventurous
language, eye-witness
reports with a number of
sub-headings, broad use of
appropriate images and
change the css elements
to alter the font and
colour of the text
(Resource2)

Easier
¬ Some children could write

Plenary

¬ Ask the children to leave their webpages open
¬ Get them to peer assess by going on a gallery-walk around the
classroom, looking at each others work and identifying what they
like about the story itself as a news item and how it could be
improved for an online audience (eg. captions, images, headline,
use of images, font, colours, hyperlinks)

less and be directed
towards appropriate
images

¬ HTML – Hypertext Markup
Language

¬ CSS – Cascading Style
Sheets

¬ div – dividing element
¬ url – uniform resource
locator

Extension/Enrichment
¬ Record an audio podcast for the news story and edit it using audio editing
software/apps (Links)
¬ Upload the podcast to your school website
¬ Record a video news item involving role-play with children acting as interviewer
and interviewee
¬ Edit the video using video editing software/apps (Links)
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Characteristics of a Good News Story

Headline
An attention grabbing
headline to attract readers.

5 W’s and H
A strong body addressing who,
what, when, where, why and
how?

Quotes
We like to hear what other people
have to say about the story.

2 C’s
Is clear , concise and correct
Uses simple language and keeps to the
point.
Is truthful and the facts are correct.
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Resource1
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HTML Cheat Sheet

"

HTML Cheat Sheet

CSS Cheat Sheet

Text
Paragraph
<p> … </p>
Main heading
<h>Heading</h>

background color YellowGreen
font family comic sans ms
font size 16px
color: darkmagenta

Links
<a href=”http://www.website.com”</a>
text

Using X-Ray goggles, hover your
mouse over some text and press ‘c’ and
‘space’ at the same time

Image
<img
src="http://www.website.com/image.jpg"
/>
Structure
Group of content

Then try changing the background
colour, font colour, size and the font
family

<div> … <div>

HTML Cheat Sheet

CSS Cheat Sheet

Text
background color YellowGreen
font family comic sans ms
font size 16px
color: darkmagenta

Paragraph
<p> … </p>
Main heading
<h>Heading</h>
Links
<a href=”http://www.website.com”</a>
text

Using X-Ray goggles, hover your
mouse over some text and press ‘c’ and
‘space’ at the same time

Image
<img
src="http://www.website.com/image.jpg"
/>
Structure
Group of content

Then try changing the background
colour, font colour, size and the font
family

<div> … <div>

"
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HTML Cheat Sheet
Visit http://icomp.site/web-colours for font colour names
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Online News

Name

Date

You are a journalist and you have been sent to write a story about
a break in at a local school. This is the information that you
have so far.

The school is called Edenview Primary School
and the Head Teacher is Mrs Chattam.

The stolen items were:

People to interview could
be:
8

Mrs Tardy – a

concerned parent
8

4 iPads

8

3 laptops

8
The Children in Need
collection box

Mr Parker – lives in

the same street as the
school
8

8

The Head Teacher

Police have investigated and looked at the
school’s security cameras. A man and a
woman were seen committing the crime. They
were wearing dark clothing and hats. Police
are appealing for anyone who saw or heard
anything to come forward.

You should:
8 Write down and answer: Who? What? Where? When? Why? How?
8 What other information do you need to know?
8 What questions could you ask witnesses, parents, pupils?

Write down three

different questions for each.
8 Think of a catchy headline for your online story. Try to use alliteration or a
pun.
8 Write down some sub-headings you could use online.
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A computing scheme of work for
teachers of all levels of experience.
Fully matched to the
National Curriculum for Computing.

iCompute
A Complete Primary Computing Curriculum
All the materials schools need to teach computing from EYFS to Year 6

Used by thousands of teachers
around the world, it contains all the
materials schools need to teach
computing
Our Products

Fully matched to the National Curriculum for Computing

Used by thousands of teachers around the world
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Creative, engaging,
step-by-step
lesson plans for
pupils aged 3-11

Fully matched to the
National Curriculum for
Computing at Key Stage 1
& Key Stage 2

iCompute in the EYFS

iCompute

iCompute
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Curriculum

iCompute - Years 1-6
iCompute for iPad

Comprensive assessment
guidance and pupil
progress trackers

All the support and
materials you need to
teach computing creatively
and with confidence

Screenshots and video
screencasts to support
teachers

Detailed teacher guides,
glossaries and links to
resources to deepen
subject knowledge

iCompute Across the Curriculum
Learn Programming Workbooks 1-4
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